9/26/20 - MFG OutLoud Episode #26
Up-Skilling Your Sales Team 
The training they need to stop selling naked
(with Special Guest - Andy Solomon and Mark Roberts)


The majority of the time, a good salesperson has a wealth of product knowledge...but can they sell? 
 
In this episode we’re teeing up a courageous conversation with two badass sales trainers to help you:
Understand how you can improve the sales skills of your team  
To stop selling naked and make sales easier 
 
What is selling naked? We’ll get into that in a minute. You don’t wanna miss this!
 
One reason salespeople get caught selling naked is they haven’t received formal sales training from the company they’re out selling for today. This is an easy fix!
 
That’s where these two rock stars come in. 
 
Andy Solomon has 90 years of experience in the building supply industry (ok, maybe a little less than 90) and what makes him so valuable to this discussion is he was once a contractor AND a customer. (He’s the dream trifecta)
 
Now Andy leads sales training for Associated Materials, a manufacturer of building supplies like windows, doors and siding and so much more with sales in the billions. (with a B)
 
We invited our friend Mark Roberts from OTB Sales Solutions back to the podcast, given his data driven approach to identifying sales skills gaps and prescribing training that has the maximum impact in the shortest amount of time.
 
Like I said, rock stars!
 
Let’s dive into another courageous conversation gang!
 
Subscribe
Apple | Spotify | Google | YouTube
 
4 Quick Things from this Episode
New sales skills that are needed now 
Empathy, can it be taught? 
The staggering % of salespeople today who can’t work remotely without training 
Teaching your reps how to become trusted advisors 
 
 
Enjoying the show? Please leave us a review here. Even one sentence helps. It’s feedback from Manufacturing All-Stars like you that keeps us going!
 
Tweetable Quotes
“How has COVID changed the landscape of sales? The same skills that worked before are still needed. How they’re delivered has changed.” —Andy Solomon
“You have to understand HOW your customers make money if you’re gonna help them TO make money. If you can help your customers make money that’s gonna make you the trusted advisor that differentiates you from everyone else.” –Andy Solomon
 
“There are only so many products in building materials that truly differentiate themselves on their own, so being a trusted advisor and a difference-maker for your customers is the way to stand out.” –Andy Solomon
 
“Virtual selling and the ability to use digital tools are critical moving forward in this face-to-face building materials world.” –Andy Solomon
 
“Most sales people have received more product training than they’ll ever use. 50% of salespeople have never received sales skills training.” –Mark Roberts
 
“85% of buyers expect a sales person to be able to communicate their product or service and how it impacts my bottom line. Only 15% of sales people are doing this. –Mark Roberts
 
“What we need to be is business advisors masquerading as sales people.” –Ed Wallace
 
 
 
Recommended Resources from this Episode
What Sales Skills Can We Develop That Makes Salespeople Automation Proof in a Digital World?
Beat the Bots – How your humanity can future proof your tech sales career

Covey’s Greatest Six Principles



Thank you for listening and hanging out with us.
Keep manufacturing out loud! We need you. 


Connect with Andy Solomon
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
Connect with Mark Roberts
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 

Connect with Allison DeFord
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
 
Connect with Ray Ziganto
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web

